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ABSTRACT
API developers evolve software libraries to fix bugs, add new features, or refactor code, but the evolution can introduce API-breaking changes (e.g., API renaming). To benefit from such evolution, the programmers of client projects have to repetitively upgrade the call sites of libraries, since API-breaking changes introduce many compilation errors. It is tedious and error-prone to resolve such errors, especially when programmers are often unfamiliar with the API usages of newer versions. To migrate client code, the prior approaches either mine API mappings or learn edit scripts, but both the research lines have inherent limitations. For example, mappings alone cannot handle complex cases, and there is no sufficient source (e.g., migration commits) for learning edit scripts.

In this paper, we propose a new research direction. When a library is replaced with a newer version, each type of API-breaking change introduces a type of compilation error. For example, renaming the name of an API method causes undefined-method errors at its call sites. Based on this observation, we propose to resolve errors that are introduced by migration, according to their locations and types that are reported by compilers. In this way, a migration tool can incrementally migrate complex cases, even without any change examples. Towards this direction, we propose the first approach, called LibCatch. It defines 14 migration operators, and in a compiler-directed way, it exploits the combinations of migration operators to generate migration solutions, until its predefined criteria are satisfied. We conducted two evaluations. In the first evaluation, we use LibCatch to handle 123 migration tasks. LibCatch reduced migration-related compilation errors for 92.7% of tasks, and eliminated such errors for 32.4% of tasks. We inspect the tasks whose errors are eliminated, and find that 33.9% of them produce identical edits to manual migration edits. In the second evaluation, we use two tools and LibCatch to migrate 15 real client projects in the wild. LibCatch resolved all compilation errors of 7 projects, and reduced the compilation errors of 6 other projects to no more than two errors. As a comparison, the compared two tools reduced the compilation errors of only 1 project.
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1 INTRODUCTION
API developers constantly repair bugs and implement new features for libraries. To benefit from a new library, programmers shall update their code to call newer versions. For example, the cybersecurity & infrastructure security agency (CISA) warns that the notorious vulnerability, CVE-2021-44228, affects Apache log4j 2.0-beta9 to 2.14.1 [4]. After Apache developers fix this vulnerability, they ask client programmers to update their libraries and call newer versions [5]. When updating libraries, programmers must resolve many compilation errors, since new libraries contain API-breaking changes [43, 67]. It is tedious, repetitive, and error-prone to resolve such compilation errors. Programmers typically are unfamiliar with the API usages of newer versions, but only about 20% of API-breaking changes are documented [20].

Researchers have proposed various approaches to assist the migration of client code, and these approaches can be roughly divided into two research lines. The first line of approach mines API mappings from clients, libraries, and other sources. For example, Dagenais and Robillard [21] infer API method mappings by comparing how API methods are called by two versions of libraries. If API methods are renamed, after the library is replaced, their call sites cause undefined method errors. Replacing old API methods with new ones can reduce undefined method errors, but mappings alone are insufficient to migrate many other compilation errors caused by API-breaking changes. The second line of approaches infers edit scripts from change examples, and applies them to new code locations. As a typical approach in this research line, Meng et al. [51] can handle more complicated edits. However, change examples are often unavailable or expensive to craft manually. To handle this problem, researchers extract migration commits as change examples [24, 78]. To support the migration from v1 to v2, the library versions of migration commits must be exactly from v1 to v2, since other versions of libraries typically provide different APIs. Even from large code repositories and with the support of advanced techniques [41, 59], it is unlikely to extract many exactly matched migration commits for learning. For example, in total, Xu et al. [78] extract 3,674 migration commits from 465 projects. Among these commits, Xu et al. [78] report that their most frequent Android version pair (v1-v2) has only 63 migration commits. Migrating real Android applications must handle more API-breaking changes. The limitations of the above two research lines are inherent.
Each type of API-breaking change causes its corresponding compilation errors. For example, renamed API methods cause undefined method errors, and can be resolved by replacing methods. Besides providing hints to migrate client code, compilers report which error locations require migration edits. Based on these observations, instead of following the prior directions, we redefine the problem of migrating client code and propose a new research direction. This paper makes the following contributions:

- **A new research direction that uses compilation errors to guide the migration process.** We reduce the migration process to an optimization problem [14], and our direction does not suffer from the limitations of the prior approaches. Besides the definition itself, the inputs of our directions are both different from the prior research lines.

- **The first approach, called LibCATCH, that illustrates our new direction.** We propose an pragmatic, sensible approach to migrate API call sites based on our predefined migration operators, and it can handle more than 94% of API-breaking changes that were reported by the prior studies [15, 16, 36]. To handle complex cases, we further propose a migration algorithm to guide the migration process. It applies our migration operators incrementally, according to the types and locations of compilation errors.

- **Positive results on our tasks.** Among our 123 migration tasks, LibCATCH reduced the compilation errors of 114 tasks (95.1%), and removed all the compilation errors of 61 tasks (49.6%). Among the 61 tasks, our edits of 24 tasks are identical to those from programmers (39.3%). In 33 tasks, our edits resolve all compilation errors, but programmers forget to update them (54.1%).

- **Migrated real projects in the wild.** As the first attempt to migrate real projects, we use LibCATCH and two prior approaches [21, 78] to migrate 15 real projects. LibCATCH resolved all compilation errors in 7 projects, and reduced most errors in 6 projects. As a comparison, in total, as an API mapping approach, SemDiff [21] resolves only 2 errors from 1 project, and as a learning script approach, Meditor [78] resolves no compilation errors.

More details of the evaluations are listed on our website: https://github.com/dhaozhong/libcatch.

## 2 RELATED WORK

The prior approaches fall into two research lines:

- **Mining API mapping.** This research line mines API mappings between two versions of a library. Between two versions, some APIs are unchanged. Wu et al. [74] extract mappings of changed methods based on how they call unchanged methods. Dagenais and Robillard [21] extend their approach with more advanced matching algorithms. Chen et al. [17] encode API calls and comments into vectors and mine mappings by their distances. Meng et al. [52] compare the revisions of libraries to mine API mappings. Kalra et al. [38] match execution traces of two libraries to detect their mappings. Xing and Stroulia [76] use the UMLDiff algorithm [77] to infer API mappings from recorded UML changes. Besides the mappings in the same language, researchers [56–58, 80] also mine API mappings across languages. Balaban et al. [13] proposed an approach to

### Figure 1: Migration instances of our example

The examples directory of cassandra 1.0.0 provides an API example. We replace its cassandra library with 3.0.0, and the replacement causes 20 compilation errors. These compilation errors provide valuable hints for migration. Xing and Stroulia [76] list such compilation errors and ask programmers to apply migration edits.

We notice that it is feasible to apply migration edits according to the types of compilation errors. Although applying an edit can introduce more compilation errors, we can reduce the migration process to an optimization problem if we define a suitable fitness
function. The prior empirical studies [15, 16, 36] report the types of introduced compilation errors. To fulfill our vision, we design migration operators, and our operators cover all their reported compilation errors. For example, as the `hexToBytes` method is modified from an array to `ByteBuffer` class. Although the mapping is correct, the replacement causes a type-mismatch error, since its mapped method returns a different type. Learning edit scripts from migration commits can support challenging migrations [50, 51]. However, if a migration commit is useful, this commit must migrate the `cassandra` library exactly from 1.8.8 to 3.0.0. As `cassandra` has many versions, it is unlikely to obtain sufficient useful migration commits. Section 6 presents more comparisons with the two research lines.

### 4 APPROACH

We use \( s \) to denote an initial solution whose library is replaced with a newer version. To resolve the compilation errors in \( s \), we define a set of migration operators (\( \Lambda \)), and we use \( \delta \) to denote a migration operator. If a solution has compilation errors, based on the types of compilation errors, we select the suitable migration operators, and apply them to the corresponding error locations. For a given initial solution (\( s \)), after applying \( \delta \) on \( s \), \( s \) is modified to a new solution, \( s' \in S' \), where \( S' \) is the set of new solutions. When programmers migrate the initial solution, they must resolve all its compilation errors. As a result, for a candidate solution (\( s' \)), we define its fitness function value as the number of compilation errors \( f(s') \). We thus reduce the migration process to an optimization problem that minimizes the following function:

\[
\min_{s' \in S'} f(s')
\]  

(1)

Our approach includes predefined migration operators (Section 4.1) and a guidance algorithm (Section 4.2).

#### 4.1 Migration Operator

Table 1 lists the API-breaking changes reported by the prior studies [15, 16, 36] and our corresponding migration operators. For

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: API-breaking changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFDV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Our migration operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Migration action</th>
<th>Target compilation error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing API elements (ME)</td>
<td>NA1</td>
<td>Replacing undefined API elements with mappings</td>
<td>undefined types, methods, and variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA2</td>
<td>Replacing undefined API elements with compatible ones</td>
<td>undefined types, methods, and variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA3</td>
<td>Replacing undefined fields with getters/setters</td>
<td>undefined fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA4</td>
<td>Replacing undefined constructors with creators</td>
<td>undefined constructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompatible API elements (IE)</td>
<td>MA5</td>
<td>Generating explicit conversions</td>
<td>class hierarchy changes (incompatible types)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA6</td>
<td>Reducing or swapping method parameters</td>
<td>incompatible methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA7</td>
<td>Replacing static calls with instance calls and vice versa</td>
<td>incompatible methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA8</td>
<td>Exploring declared fields and methods</td>
<td>incompatible actual parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More or fewer API calls (MF)</td>
<td>MA9</td>
<td>Generating method stubs</td>
<td>unimplemented methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA10</td>
<td>Handling exceptions</td>
<td>unhandled exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA11</td>
<td>Removing API calls</td>
<td>undefined methods and variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other issues (Other)</td>
<td>MA12</td>
<td>Resolving ambiguous types</td>
<td>ambiguous types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA13</td>
<td>Replacing invisible fields with getters and setters</td>
<td>invisible fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA14</td>
<td>Removing <code>@Override</code> annotations</td>
<td>deleted methods in super types</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this compilation error, we define a migration operator that replaces undefined methods with similar methods of the new library. As this migration operator fits the compilation error, LibCATCH replaces the call of the `hexToBytes` method with a new method declared by the `ByteBufferUtil` class. Although the mapping is correct, the replacement causes a type-mismatch error, since the return type of the `hexToBytes` method is modified from an array to `ByteBuffer`. Furthermore, we design a migration algorithm to combine simple edits into more complicated edits. For example, based on another migration operator that matches input and output types, LibCATCH explores all the methods that are declared by `ByteBuffer`, and calls the `array` method as shown in Figure 1b. As another example, as the `AuthenticatedUser` class hides the `username` field, the accesses of this fields produce unresolved field errors as shown in the second row of Figure 1a. LibCATCH finds that the `AuthenticatedUser` class declares a `getName()` method, and replaces the `username` field access with this method call as shown in Figure 1c. Section 4 introduces how LibCATCH works, and Section 5 presents more migrated examples.

API mappings alone are insufficient to migrate this task. As shown in this example, replacing the old `hexToBytes` method declared by `FBUtilities` with its mapped method declared by `ByteBufferUtil` causes another compilation error, since its mapped method returns a different type. Learning edit scripts from migration commits can support challenging migrations [50, 51]. However, if a migration commit is useful, this commit must migrate the `cassandra` library exactly from 1.8.8 to 3.0.0. As `cassandra` has many versions, it is unlikely to obtain sufficient useful migration commits. Section 6 presents more comparisons with the two research lines.
example, DM denotes that an API method is deleted. If it is a constructor, MA5 resolves the problem; if it is a static method, MA7 resolves it; and MA1 and MA2 handle the other cases. Among all the breaking changes, only the changes in field default values (CFDVs) are unhandled by our migration operators, and they account for 2% to 6% of the total changes. As they introduce no compilation errors, they are not API-breaking changes, and other researchers (e.g., [15, 16, 36]) do not consider CFDVs as API-breaking changes either. CFDVs is a type of behavioral backward incompatibility as reported by Mostafa et al. [55].

Table 2 shows our migration operators and target compilation errors. For each category, we recreate its challenges when designing its migration operators. When we design our migration operators, we learn how the prior approaches in Section 2 resolve corresponding compilation errors. After that, we learn how to handle related compilation errors, and construct our migration operators. We implement our migration operators on Spoon [63], which is a library that allows the analysis and modifications of Java code. Although our initial solutions have compilation errors, it is still able to generate correct modifications, since replacing libraries does not introduce syntactical errors.

4.1.1 Missing API elements. This category includes undefined types, undefined methods, undefined fields, invisible code elements, and incompatible methods. LibCatch implements the following migration operators to resolve these types of compilation errors:

MA1. Replacing API elements with mappings. For two API elements of the same type, LibCatch uses the Levenshtein edit distance of their full code names to calculate their distance. The Hungarian algorithm [42] is a classical algorithm to extract the best mappings between two sides of items. This algorithm has been used to compare the graphs of buggy and fixed files [81]. LibCatch uses the Hungarian algorithm to search for the mappings that can minimize the overall distance. The prior approaches mine API mappings from clients, documents, and traces. They will fail when such sources are unavailable. As a comparison, we can mine more mappings, since all APIs have names. For an undefined element, MA1 queries mined API mappings using the full name of the code element as the keyword. If a replacement is found, MA1 replaces the undefined element with the replacement. For the example in Section 3, LibCatch replaces the missing IAuthenticator interface with the IAuthenticator interface, since the mapping IAuthority→IAuthenticator is extracted. Like most approaches in the first research line of Section 2, LibCatch mines only one-to-one mappings, but it can combine simple edits to migrate complicated cases (see Section 4.2).

MA2. Replacing undefined API elements with compatible ones. If a method or a field is undefined, MA2 searches the code elements of the newer library, to locate its compatible matches. A compatible code element has a similar name, and introduces no more compilation errors, after it replaces the missing one. The similarity is defined as the reciprocal of the Levenshtein edit distance between code names. Based on our empirical results, we consider only the top ten similar items. Our other migration operators have other default values and settings, but we cannot evaluate all their impact due to space limit. We list all these issues in Section 8, and leave the tuning problem to future work.

MA3. Replacing undefined fields with getters or setters, and vice versa. If a field is missing, MA3 will replace it with its getters or setters. When this happens, a field name is typically similar to the names of its getter and setter. For example, the sample of Section 3 uses the username field of the AuthenticatedUser type. In 3.0.0, this public field is changed to private. To handle the problem, LibCatch replaces the field with the getName method. Here, it first removes get or set from getters and setters. After that, it calculates the Levenshtein edit distances between the remaining method names and the field names, and selects the one with the least distance. Meanwhile, if a getter or a setter of a field is deleted, LibCatch will try to replace it with the field.

MA4. Replacing undefined constructors with creators. To implement a Factory design pattern, API developers can delete or hide the constructors of a class, and implement creators for the class. MA4 will replace such deleted and hidden constructors with their creators. For example, the samples of cassandra 8.8.8 call the constructor of the ColumnFamily type, but the constructor is hidden in later versions. Instead, ColumnFamily implements a set of static methods to create the type. LibCatch replaces the constructor with these creators to resolve the compilation error. LibCatch determines that a method is a creator, if its name contains “create” and its return type is the declaring class.

4.1.2 Incompatible API elements. This category includes conversion errors, and incompatible/undefined methods. LibCatch implements the following migration operators:

MA5. Generating explicit conversions. To resolve type conversion errors, MA5 adds cast expressions. For example, the types of following statement are mismatched:

```java
authorized = Permission.ALL;
```

To resolve the problem, LibCatch adds an explicit cast:

```java
authorized = (EnumSet-Permission)+ Permission .ALL;
```

MA6. Reducing or swapping method parameters. When the signature of a method is changed, JDT can report incorrect overridden methods if the method is overridden, or incompatible methods if the method is directly called. Lamoth and Shang [44] also notice the problem, and introduce a case (i.e, the queue(Bytebuffer,int) method), in which the second actual parameter must be removed. Following their suggestions, LibCatch compares the new signature of its actual parameters of a callsite. If a parameter is deleted, LibCatch removes its corresponding actual parameter from the callsite. Alternatively, if the parameter order is changed, LibCatch reorders the parameters based on parameter types.

MA7. Replacing static calls with instance calls, and vice versa. If a static method is deleted, MA7 will replace it with instance methods, and vice versa. For example, the samples of cassandra 8.8.8 call Byte-BufferUtil.getBytes(key) to obtain the bytes of key, but later versions delete the static method. The type of key is Text, and in the later versions, an instance method getBytes() is added to Text to obtain the bytes of key. To resolve the error, LibCatch replaces the static method call with key.getBytes().

MA8. Exploring declared methods and fields of an incompatible type. If a method has an actual parameter whose type is Type1 but the desirable one is Type2, MA8 explores all the fields and methods that
are declared by Type1. If the type of a field is Type2, MA8 modifies the actual parameter to reference this field. Similarly, if the return type of a method is Type2, MA8 modifies the actual parameter to call this method.

4.1.3 More or fewer API calls. Programmers can add or delete API calls to resolve compilation errors during migration. LibCatch imitates the process to resolve these errors.

**MA9. Generating method stubs.** Suppose that a client-code class (CC) extends an API abstract class (AC) and implements an interface (AI), and in a follow-up version, a new abstract method is added to AC, or a new method is added to AI. CC must implement the newly added method in both cases to avoid compilation errors. If JDT reports that a type (C) does not implement a method (m), MA9 searches the super classes of c for the signature of m. With the found signature, LibCatch generates a method stub for C. For example, the example of 6.8.0 has a SimpleAuthenticator class, which implements the IAuthenticator interface. A later version adds more methods to the interface, but the class does not implement the added methods. As a result, the migrated example produces a compilation error: “The type SimpleAuthenticator must implement the inherited abstract method IAuthenticator.requireAuthentication()”. To resolve the problem, LibCatch generates a method stub inside SimpleAuthenticator:

```java
public boolean requireAuthentication() {
    //todo: Please implement the method.
    return false;
}
```

After the stub methods are generated, programmers have to implement their method body. As this migration operator indicates, programmers have to implement new code, when they migrate code to call newer APIs.

**MA10. Handling exceptions.** If the thrown exceptions of a method are modified, JDT can report exception-related errors. MA10 adds throw expressions or try-catch statements at error locations to remove such errors. For example, the interface, the keyspace method of cassandra 1.2.0 throws two exceptions, but later versions throw three exceptions. As a result, when we migrate the examples of cassandra 1.2.0 to later versions, JDT reports a compilation error that an exception is not handled. LibCatch produces a solution with an added throw expression and a solution with an added try-catch statement.

**MA11. Removing API calls.** Programmers can remove API calls, since their corresponding API elements are removed. For example, an example of poi 3.16 calls the following method:

```java
public void setBoldweight(BigDecimal... values) {
    boldFont.setBoldweight(values[0], values[1], values[2]);
}
```

As the later versions delete setBoldweight_BOLD, the above code produces a compilation error during migration. In the newer version of this example, programmers delete this code line to resolve the compilation error. Section 5.3.2 provides another similar example from cassandra 1.2.0-beta3. This migration operator imitates the above manual edits. To reduce the possibility of removing useful code lines, LibCatch removes at most one line each time. As removing useful code lines introduces compilation errors, applying this migration operator often produces solutions with more compilation errors, and Line 18 of Algorithm 1 is unlikely to add such solutions to the next pool.

![Algorithm 1: the migration Algorithm](image)

### 4.1.4 Other issues. LibCatch implements several migration operators to handle other issues of updating client code.

**MA12. Resolving ambiguous types.** This migration operator is designed to resolve ambiguous types. If JDT reports that a type is ambiguous, MA12 generates a precise `import` statement to resolve the problem. As LibCatch works in a try-and-validate manner, it does not have to determine which type is the correct type. Instead, it generates a solution for each ambiguous type. For example, the examples of cassandra 1.2.0 import all the types of two packages:

```java
import org.apache.cassandra.db.ConsistencyLevel;
import org.apache.cassandra.db.ConsistencyLevel;
```

As the later versions implement two ConsistencyLevel types under the above packages, JDT reports that the type is ambiguous. LibCatch replaces the above statements with:

```java
import org.apache.cassandra.db.ConsistencyLevel;
```

LibCatch generates a solution for each possible type. In the other solution, it replaces the above statement with the ConsistencyLevel type under the thrift package. This solution is discarded, since it introduces more errors.

**MA13. Replacing invisible fields with getters and setters.** If an updated library hides visible fields, JDT reports that fields are invisible. MA13 replaces such field accesses with getters and setters. Figure 1c presents an example.

**MA14. Removing the @Override annotation.** If a client-code method overrides an API method, this client-code method will be marked with a `@Override` annotation. If this API method is deleted, the annotation will cause a compilation error. To resolve the error, MA14 removes the `@Override` annotation from the client-code method.

### 4.2 Guiding the Migration Process

As shown in Algorithm 1, LibCatch works in a try-and-validation manner. Line 2 stops when (1) a solution without compilation errors is synthesized; (2) no better solutions are found in the recent ten
generations; or (3) it fails to resolve all the compilation errors within one hundred generations. For each solution in our pool, Line 5 compiles it to collect its compilation errors. An error location is a code element, which introduces a compilation error after API libraries are updated. LibCatch uses JDT [1] to extract compilation errors, since we focus on updating Java code and JDT is the built-in compiler of the Eclipse IDE. When JDT locates a compilation error, it reports the code range of the error. Based on each code range and its corresponding Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), LibCatch locates its code element with errors. Besides code ranges, its corresponding Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), LibCatch locates its code element with errors. Besides code ranges, LibCatch enumerates all feasible migration operators as defined in Section 4.1 to generate solutions. Line 8 adds new solutions to a new pool. Line 11 obtains the best solutions from both pools. The best solution has the fewest compilation errors. Line 12 compares the best solutions from the two pools. If the new pool does not contain a better solution, Line 16 increases \( \text{numBetter} \). If it does, Lines 13 and 14 reset the variable and assign the better solution to \( p' \). Line 18 increases \( \text{generation} \), and selects the top ten unique solutions from the new pool. It determines that two solutions are duplicated, if their compilation errors are identical.

Ni et al. [60] propose an approach that migrates deep learning clients from calling TensorFlow to PyTorch. They use the messages of compilation errors to guide their migration process. LibCatch is built upon JDT [1]. JDT produces a unique error ID for each type of compilation errors. LibCatch uses the IDs to select operators, since they are more reliable than messages. In addition, JDT reports the code elements that trigger compilation errors. LibCatch applies selected migration operators to such code elements. For example, if an error ID is related to undefined methods, according to Table 2, LibCatch can select \( \text{MA1} \) and apply the change to the method call inside the code element that triggers the error.

Many other software engineering problems can be reduced to optimization problems [30], and similar algorithms have been widely used in various SE research topics such as generating test cases [68], planning release time [29], repairing bugs [54, 73], refactoring [61], and estimating development cost [35]. When repairing bugs [54, 73], researchers [65] criticize that some bugs are not fully fixed, due to various technical challenges. For example, one of the challenges lies in the difficulty to generate full test inputs and oracles [45]. Although our migration algorithm also works in a try-and-validation manner, our target problem is simpler. We do not take test cases as our inputs, and our approach is less suffered from the challenges of repairing bugs.

5 EVALUATION ON BENCHMARK

We conduct evaluations to explore the research questions:

(RQ1) How effective is LibCatch (Section 5.2)?
(RQ2) What are the differences between manual updates and those from LibCatch (Section 5.3)?
(RQ3) How effective are only API mappings (Section 5.4)?

5.1 Benchmark and Measure

Table 3 shows the subjects to build our benchmark. We select these projects, since they provide the archives of all their versions and they provide API usage examples in their released source files. In this section, all the projects are collected from the Apache Foundation, but in Section 6 we select projects from Github to collect diverse subjects. Column "FV" lists the first versions. Column "LV" lists the last versions when we wrote the paper. Column "TV" lists the number of the total versions. We select their API usage examples to build our migration tasks. For these examples, Columns "Class", "Method", and "Field" show the number of unique class APIs, method APIs, and field APIs that are used by those examples.

The tasks of the prior benchmarks [24, 28] are derived from migration commits, but most commits have compilation errors that are unrelated to differing versions of libraries [69]. As such errors mislead our approach, we do not reuse the prior benchmarks [24, 28]. Still, even if we did not include their tasks, our migration tasks involve many more APIs than the combination of all prior benchmarks. For example, the migration tasks of Gao et al. [28] involve 13 APIs, and those of Fazzini et al. [24] involve 20 APIs. As migration commits are difficult to obtain, the prior benchmarks use only several pairs of library versions. As a comparison, our tasks involve hundreds of API classes, and more than one hundred version pairs. Section 5.2.1 introduces how to build our tasks.

To evaluate the correctness of migrated code, researchers calculate the compilation errors of migrated code [56, 80] or compare migration code with the results of humans [24, 28]. We followed the same practice and used both measures. In RQ1 and RQ3 of this section, we calculate the compilation errors of migrated code. In RQ2, we compare our fully migrated code with manual edits. In Section 6, we calculate the compilation errors of migrated projects, and we manually analyze the root causes of unsuccessful cases.

5.2 RQ1. Reduced Compilation Errors

5.2.1 Setup. When an API usage example is shipped with a library whose version is \( v1 \), the example must call the APIs that are declared by \( v1 \). For each example, we replace its library dependency from \( v1 \) to the next version, \( v2 \), to build a migration task. If an example produces compilation errors after its library is replaced, we consider this example as a migration task. In Table 4, Column "Total" shows the total number of tasks. There are fewer tasks than the total combinations of version pairs, since some next versions do not introduce API-breaking changes or such changes are not called.

5.2.2 Result. Table 4 shows the result. Column "Total" lists the total tasks. Column "LibCatch" lists our migration results. As defined in the semantic versioning [2, 49], the first number of a version indicates that the library has API-breaking changes. We notice that this rule is do not apply in all libraries. For example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>FV</th>
<th>LV</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accumlo</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cassandra</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.112</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karaf</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucene</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poi</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>1,193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows that the first number of accumulo does not change, but we build 23 tasks from this library. In the contrast, as accumulo more strictly follows this rule, we build only three tasks from this library (1.6.0-2.0.0, 2.1.2-2.1.3, and 4.2.2-4.2.3), and two tasks are between major versions.

Subcolumns "-", "|", and "+" show tasks whose compilation errors are reduced, unchanged, and increased, respectively. LibCATCH reduces the compilation errors for 95.1% (114/123) of tasks, without increasing such errors in any tasks. Subcolumns "full" shows the number of migrated tasks whose compilation errors are eliminated. Subcolumns "%" are calculated as \(\frac{\text{all}}{\text{total}}\). In total, LibCATCH eliminates compilation errors in 49.6% of tasks. Subcolumns "error" show the averages of reduced compilation errors per task. Subcolumns "solution" show the averages of generated solutions per task.

As the next versions of libraries often have trivial changes, most tasks have few compilation errors. In 48 tasks, each task has only a compilation error. LibCATCH fully fixed 45 of them. The other 16 fully fixed tasks have more compilation errors. Several tasks have hundreds of compilation errors. LibCATCH did not fully fix them but reduced their compilation errors. For example, the lucene4.6.1-4.7.0 task has 141 compilation errors, and LibCATCH reduced them to 73. Intuitively, a migration task becomes more challenging if two versions are more different. Open source communities have implemented tools to warn programmers of deprecated libraries. For example, Github has released Dependabot [75]. If Dependabot is enabled, it can submit pull requests if new versions of libraries are released. He et al. [33] report that Dependabot reduces the time of upgrading libraries. With such supports, programmers can update libraries between near versions, which are less challenging for tools like LibCATCH.

In summary, our results show that LibCATCH reduces the compilation errors in 95.1% of tasks, and 49.6% of tasks are fully resolved.

### 5.3 RQ2. Comparison with Manual Migration

#### 5.3.1 Setup

In RQ1, 61 tasks were fully migrated. In this RQ, we manually inspected all these tasks. Each task illustrates a migration process, in which the library of an example is replaced with the next version. If programmers update API examples, we compare the edits of programmers with the edits of LibCATCH. However, programmers can forget to update API usage examples. First, as early code repositories do not provide the support of continuous integration, their compilation errors are not identified. Second, as examples are used to illustrate API usage, they are shipped in the format of source files. As they are not included in compiled code, build scripts often exclude them from compilation. In these tasks, LibCATCH eliminates compilation errors but programmers leave them unfixed. Here, we do not ask programmers to check our edits, since they are interested in checking bugs in the latest versions but most tasks are not built from the latest versions.

#### 5.3.2 Result

Based on our inspection results, we classified the tasks into four categories:

1. In 24 tasks, our migrated projects are identical to manual migrations. For example, the task of cassandra 1.8.1 has an error: “The method hexToBytes(String) is undefined for the type FBUtilities”. LibCATCH replaces the method call with hexToBytes(String) of the ByteBuffUtil type, which is identical to manual migrations.

2. In 33 tasks, programmers forget to update obsolete API examples, but LibCATCH removes all their compilation errors. These API examples are confusing for client programmers, since they even do not compile. For example, in the example of cassandra 0.8.1, the CassandraBulkLoader class is as follows:

   ```java
   baseColumnFamily = new ColumnFamily(ColumnFamilyType.Standard, DatabaseDescriptor.getComparator(keyspace, columnFamily), DatabaseDescriptor.getSubComparator(keyspace, columnFamily), CFMetaData.getId(keyspace, columnFamily));
   ```

   As the ColumnFamily constructor is deleted since 8.8.1, the above code produces a compilation error. The compilation error is not fixed from cassandra 0.8.1 to 0.8.10. Although programmers fix this error in later versions, we cannot find a manual reference that illustrates how to migrate the example from 8.8.0 to 8.8.1. LibCATCH replaces the constructor with a creator:

   ```java
   baseColumnFamily = ColumnFamily.create(CFMetaData.getId(keyspace, columnFamily));
   ```

   3. In 2 tasks, programmers delete API examples. For example, the task of cassandra 1.2.8-beta has a code line:

   ```java
   EnumSet<Permission> authorized = Permission.NONE;
   ```

   As the type of Permission.NONE is modified to Set<Permission> in the later versions, the above code example produces a type mismatch. LibCATCH adds an explicit cast to resolve it:

   ```java
   EnumSet<Permission> authorized = (EnumSet<Permission>) Permission.NONE;
   ```

   Programmers delete this example from the later versions, so we cannot compare our modifications with manual migrations.

4. In 2 tasks, programmers modify library code. For example, in our task, the example of lucene 4.8.0 has an error: “The constructor TextField(String, BufferedReader) is undefined”, since its next version deletes this constructor. LibCATCH modifies client code to call other constructors. The programmers of Lucene revert the deletion to resolve the issue, but their API example is unchanged.
In summary, in 24 tasks, our migration edits are identical to manual modifications, and in 33 tasks, compilation errors are ignored by programmers but are resolved by LibCatch.

5.4 RQ3. Migrating with Only API Mapping

5.4.1 Setup. As mining API mappings is an important research line, it is interesting to explore the effectiveness of our approach, if it migrates code with only such mappings. In this research, we enable only MA1 of LibCatch to update code, and compare its results with those in RQ1.

5.4.2 Result. In Table 4, Column “MA1” lists the migration results of only mappings. Compared with Column “LibCatch”, MA1 does not change the compilation errors for more than 90% of tasks, and for five tasks, it even increases errors. Although MA1 reduces the compilation errors of seven tasks, it fails to fully migrate any task. The results indicate the mappings alone are insufficient to migrate many complex cases. The next section makes a further comparison.

6 MIGRATION IN THE WILD

In this section, we use LibCatch and other tools to migrate real projects in the wild. LibCatch takes different inputs from the prior tools. As their inputs cannot be aligned, the comparison results do not indicate better techniques. Still, it illustrates the situations, when programmers use tools to migrate their code.

6.1 Compared Tools

As we introduced in Section 1, the prior approaches fall into two research lines. From each research line, we select a typical approach.

For mining API mappings, we select SemDiff [21], since it won the ACM SIGSOFT distinguished paper award and we are unaware of more recent approaches in this research line. SemDiff [21] recommends replacements for API methods. In this section, we compare LibCatch with SemDiff. As SemDiff does not include techniques to modify client code, we assume that it can resolve a compilation error, if it recommends a correct replacement.

For learning edit scripts, we select Meditor [78], since its project website [11] provides both its source code and the collected migration commits. We do not select APIFix [28], since it has an unfixed compilation error [5] and it does not release the collected migration commits. Meditor [78] infers edit scripts from migration commits, and it extracts migration commits from Github. As Github has a limit for retrieving its contents [8], retrieving migration commits is troublesome, and it takes much more time than inferring edit scripts. As Meditor releases their collected migration commits on their website, we can save the collection effort.

6.2 Setting

As the first approach of a new research line, our approach takes different inputs from the prior research lines. Our benchmark does have some inputs that are required by the prior approaches. For example, prior approaches [24, 28] need change examples to learn edit scripts, but we do not need such inputs. Although it is infeasible to conduct a fair controlled experiment, it is feasible to derive interesting findings, if these tools are evaluated in the wild. The results can be useful for understanding the benefits and pitfalls of migration tools in real development. In Section 6, we select two tools [21, 78] from the other research lines, and compared those tools with LibCatch in terms of migrating real projects.

In this section, we focus on lucene, since it is a popular library. Other researchers also select lucene in their studies. For example, the only overlapped subject between Xu et al. [78] and ours is lucene. All the subjects in Section 5 are collected from the Apache Foundation. As a supplement, all the subjects in this section are collected from Github. In particular, we select a project (p) if it satisfies the following five criteria: (1) p uses any of lucene’s versions lower than 7.4.8; (2) p uses Maven as the build system, because Maven allows us to easily change the version information of any library dependency; (3) p can be successfully built without any compilation errors; (4) p is not a toy project according to the project’s description, and we also require that p should be forked and have stars; and (5) p does not call solr. If the version of solr does not match the version of lucene, it causes compilation errors, but we cannot resolve compilation errors in the jar files of solr. As a result, we remove such projects. Table 5 shows our selected projects. In total, we selected 15 projects. Here, as we need to manually inspect whether the mappings from SemDiff are useful, we cannot afford selecting more projects. Except in three projects, compilation errors occur when the first number of the version changes.

Column “LOC” lists the lines of code. Column “EL” lists the versions of their existing lucene. Column “UL” lists the versions of the updated lucene library. For each project, we increment the version of its lucene library, until the breaking changes of that version cause compilation errors. We use this strategy to minimize the compilation errors in a task, since it takes too much manual effort to inspect the results of SemDiff.

Column “Compilation error” lists the number of compilation errors, when lucene is updated to newer versions. The categories of compilation errors are defined in Table 2. Subcolumn “All” lists all compilation errors. As shown in Row “Total”, first, 39.2% of compilation errors are caused by missing API elements. API mappings can resolve these errors. Second, 20.7% of compilation errors are caused by incompatible calls. These errors can be partially resolved by swapping method parameters. Finally, 16.5% of compilation errors need to add or remove API calls. These errors can be partially resolved by generating method stubs. The remaining 6.0% of compilation errors need other edits.

As we have no manually migrated references for these projects, in this RQ, we use the number of compilation errors to measure the quality of migrated projects. We released our migrated projects on our website, so other researchers can recheck the correctness of our migrated results.

6.3 Result

In Table 5, Columns “LibCatch”, “SemDiff”, and “Meditor” show the results of the three tools, respectively. Subcolumn “#” lists the number of total compilation errors in migrated projects, and Subcolumn “Δ” shows the number of reduced compilation errors. For SemDiff, we manually try its replacements to determine whether it can resolve a compilation error. According to the results, we classify the projects into three categories:
Table 5: The migration results in the wild

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>EL</th>
<th>UL</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>MF</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>LibCatch #</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>SemDiff #</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>Meditor #</th>
<th>Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>explicit-semantic-analysis</td>
<td>1,146</td>
<td>4.8.1</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flea-db</td>
<td>1,664</td>
<td>4.10.3</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKAnalyzer</td>
<td>2,509</td>
<td>4.10.0</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stemmer-sk</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>5.3.1</td>
<td>6.3.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucene-layer</td>
<td>2,377</td>
<td>4.4.0</td>
<td>4.5.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucene-generic-highlighter</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>3.5.0</td>
<td>4.0.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucene-multilingual</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>3.6.0</td>
<td>4.0.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iqt</td>
<td>1,222</td>
<td>6.1.0</td>
<td>7.0.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greplin-lucene-utils</td>
<td>3,957</td>
<td>3.5.0</td>
<td>3.6.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LuceneQueryExpansion</td>
<td>5,566</td>
<td>4.8.1</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word2vec-query-expansion</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>4.6.1</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lire</td>
<td>20,342</td>
<td>4.2.0</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anserini</td>
<td>9,282</td>
<td>6.3.0</td>
<td>7.0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucene-interval-fields</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>3.5.0</td>
<td>4.0.0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marple</td>
<td>1,579</td>
<td>6.5.1</td>
<td>7.0.0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>52,079</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EL: the existing lucene; UL: the updated lucene; ME, IE, MF, and Other are defined in Table 2; #: the compilation errors in updated code; and Δ: the reduced compilation errors.

1. In 7 projects (46.7%), LibCatch resolves all the compilation errors; SemDiff can resolve the 2 compilation errors of only flea-db; and Meditor resolves no compilation errors. flea-db [22] is a database that supports the persistence of objects. It has 2,611 lines of code, and is built on lucene 4.10.3. In this migration task, we also replaced its lucene library with 5.0.0. The replacement introduced 6 compilation errors, including 2 undefined methods and 4 incompatible parameters. LibCatch resolved all the six compilation errors. After inspecting its migration log, we find that MA6 resolved 3 compilation errors; MA8 resolved 2 compilation errors, and MA11 resolved 1 compilation error. For example, a modification is as follows:

```java
+ TopFieldCollector.create(this.sort, 1, null, false, false, false, false);
```

2. Lucene 4.8.1 also changes the compilation errors; MA8 resolved 2 compilation errors, and MA11 resolved 1 compilation error. For example, a modification is as follows:

```java
+ QueryParser = QueryParser(LUCENE_48, TEXT_FIELD, analyzer);
```

In 5.0.0, the third formal parameter of the create method is deleted. MA8 removed the corresponding actual parameter to solve the problem. flea-db implements 15 test methods, and our migrated code passed all its test cases. SemDiff located the correct replacement for two method calls. In particular, it found the replacement for the create method that is identical to LibCatch (the support is 1 and the confidence is 0.143). For the callsite of setIndexed(boolean), LibCatch removed it with MA11, but SemDiff recommended replacing it with setIndexOptions(IndexOptions). As its support is 41 and its confidence is 0.489, their recommended replacement can be more frequent than our removals.

As another example, explicit-semantic-analysis [70] leverages Wikipedia dumps to compare the semantic similarity between two given texts. It is a research tool, and its papers are published in the top AI venues [26, 27]. Google scholar reports that the two papers have more than 3,000 citations. The latest explicit-semantic-analysis has 1,514 lines of code, and is built on lucene 4.8.1. In this migration task, we replaced its lucene library from 4.8.1 to 5.8.8. After that, explicit-semantic-analysis produced 23 compilation errors. LibCatch migrated explicit-semantic-analysis resolved all the compilation errors. After inspecting the migration log, we find that MA6 resolved 16 compilation errors. For example, MA6 made a modification as follows:

```java
+ . . . = FieldDirectory.open(termDocIndexDirectory) {
+   . . . = FieldDirectory.open(termDocIndexDirectory.toPath()) {
```

In the above patch, the type of termDocIndexDirectory was File, but the type of the formal parameter was changed to Path. MA8 resolved the problem by calling the toPath() method of the actual parameter. In addition, MA9 generated stubs to resolve the remaining 2 unimplemented methods. explicit-semantic-analysis has two test methods, and our migrated code passed both test methods.

The 23 compilation errors include 9 unresolved variables, 6 undefined constructors or methods, 6 incompatible parameters, and 2 unimplemented methods. SemDiff has the potential to resolve the 6 undefined constructors and methods. However, it does not find the replacement for the constructor, and the remaining 5 undefined methods require adding method calls than replacements. As result, SemDiff resolves no compilation errors.

Meditor fails to resolve any compilation errors. As the combination of versions are many, the migration edits for a specific pair of versions are few. In total, Xu et al. [78] extracted 322 migration commits of lucene, but even the most frequent lucene version pair (3.8.2-4.8.0) has only 24 migration commits. Table 2 of Xu et al. [78] presents the top ten release pairs of Lucene. We compare them
with the release pairs listed in Table 5 of our paper, but we find no overlap. Their tenth release pair has only 8 migration commits, and other pairs have even fewer commits. From all their migration commits, they infer 153 edit scripts, but even if their inference is fully accurate, their inferred scripts cannot migrate code of other version pairs. For example, if programmers need to update the call sites of Lucene 3.8.2 to other versions, the migration commits from 3.8.2 to 4.8 are less useful, since other versions declare quite different APIs.

2. In 6 projects (40%), LibCatch resolved most compilation errors, but the other two tools failed to resolve any compilation errors. In Flea-db and explicit-semantic-analysis, we introduce the cases where both tools successfully resolve compilation errors. Here, although our improvements over the other two tools are significant, for the benefits of follow-up researchers, we analyze the cases where both tools fail to resolve compilation errors. For example, greplin-lucene-utils has the following code:

```
public class ForwardingIndexReader extends IndexReader {
    private final IndexReader delegate;
    @Override
    public ... getFieldNames(final FieldInfos fldOption) {
        return this.delegate.getFieldNames(fldOption);
    }
}
```

After we update the Lucene library from 3.5.8 to 3.6.8, Line 3 of the above code reports a compilation error, since the getFieldNames method is removed from IndexReader. After MA8 removed the @Override annotation, this compilation error is resolved, but Line 5 still calls the deleted method. LibCatch does not resolve this issue. SemDiff does not recommend any replacements for this method either. We manually inspect its documents and implementations, but find no replacement. Instead, we find a message in the parameter type FieldInfos:"WARNING: This API is experimental and might change in incompatible ways in the next release." According to this warning, Lucene may not implement replacements for getFieldNames, and even FieldInfos can be deleted in future versions. We try to delete Lines 4 to 6 from the above code. After the deletion, the compilation error is resolved, since this method is not called by other code locations.

As another example, LuceneQueryExpansion has the following code:

```
Directory dir = DirectoryReader.open(index);
```

Between Lucene 4.8.1 and 5.8.8, both the input type and the output type of open are changed. A feasible migration can be as follows:

```
Directory dir = DirectoryReader.open(new SimpleFSDirectory(index.toPath()));
```

MA8 has the potential to generate the above code. However, it needs to apply at least three MA8 edits, but the guidance algorithm is not sufficiently smart to make the desirable combination.

SemDiff does not find replacements for this above API call, and this error cannot be resolved by only replacements. For this example, Meditor finds no migration commit from 4.8.1 to 5.8.8. In total, it finds 11 migration commits whose source version is 4.8.1, but these commits either migrate other APIs or do not modify source files. For example, one of their collected migration commits is from 4.8.1 to 4.10.3 [9], but this commit does not modify source files. As another example, a migration commit is from 4.8.1 to 5.5.4 [10], but the source version of this commit does not call the relevant methods (e.g., DirectoryReader.open()).

In Table 5, Subcolumn “ME” lists the compilation errors caused by missing API elements. To resolve ME errors, a tool needs the mappings of API classes, methods, and fields, but many approaches do not mine all mappings. For example, SemDiff mines the mappings of only API methods, and other approaches [56, 80] mine mappings for API classes. While other approaches [17, 72] can mine more mappings than SemDiff, their mined mappings can resolve only the compilation errors in this subcolumn. As a result, they will resolve fewer compilation errors than LibCatch (93 vs 200). It is also unlikely that other tools can collect more useful migration commits. For example, APIFix recommends to retrieves the clients of a library through the Github dependency graph [6], but like many other libraries, Lucene does not list its dependents [7]. Without migration commits, even if a tool (e.g., APIFix) can have more advanced inference techniques than Meditor, it is unlikely to resolve more compilation errors. Furthermore, programmers often need to update their libraries to the latest versions, but the migration commits whose target versions are the latest versions are even fewer than other combinations of versions.

In summary, LibCatch resolves most compilation errors in 13 out of our 15 projects; SemDiff resolves only two undefined methods; and Meditor resolves no compilation errors. We further discuss our unresolved compilation errors in Section 8.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The threats to external validity include our limited subjects. To reduce the threat, we select projects from both Apache and Github. However, all our migration operators are designed for Java. The threat can be mitigated by selecting subjects from more sources. The internal threat to validity includes wrong manual labels. We use manual migration edits as the true labels, but programmers can forget to update their API examples. As a result, LibCatch can be more effective than what we calculated. The problem can be mitigated by migrating client code from more reliable sources.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The prior research directions mine API mappings or learn edit scripts, but they have inherent limitations. To resolve their limitations, we introduce a new research line that migrates clients based on the feedback of compilers. As the first exploration, we propose LibCatch, and prepare 123 migration tasks in our benchmark. Among them, LibCatch resolved all the compilation errors in 61 tasks, and produced edits that are identical to manual migrations in 33 tasks. We evaluated LibCatch in the wild. In 13 out of 15 real projects, it reduced compilation errors to no more than two. Our first exploration achieves promising results, and some potential research opportunities are as follows:

**Tuning LibCatch.** Tuning LibCatch can further improve its effectiveness. For example, (1) MA1 uses simple techniques to mine API mappings, and advanced techniques can be useful. Some complicated cases require many-to-many mappings, but it is still an open question to mine such mappings [44, 80]. (2) MA2 selects only the top ten candidates, but more solutions can be generated if we select more candidates. (3) MA4 searches only with “create”, and other words can retrieve more useful candidates; (4) MA6 can implement other merging strategies; and (5) MA10 can implement more
advanced handling techniques. As future libraries can introduce unexpected changes to APIs, it is an endless task to explore a complete set of migration operators. Migration operators can be derived from various sources (e.g., revision histories [24, 78] and library changes [52]). For migration algorithms, researchers [23, 48] proposed various algorithms to resolve optimization problems. As the quests for both migration operators and optimization techniques are endless [25], our direction still has great research potential.

Migrating code in other languages and cross languages. Although our tool is implemented to handle only Java code, our idea can work on other languages and even cross languages, since the failures of their API migrations cause compilation errors and such errors provide valuable hints to migrate code. Still, such failures can cause compilation errors that rarely appear in Java code. More migration operators are required to handle such errors.

Detecting bugs in migrated code. Researchers [64, 65] show that it is feasible to cheat an automatic measure. API changes can introduce behavioral differences [18, 55, 79], but our fitness function does not consider bugs caused by such differences. After we resolve all compilation errors, it becomes feasible to detect such bugs with testing techniques. Our overhead is less than automatic program repair (APR), since we do not need the time to execute test cases but we need the time to compile and modify code like APR does.
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